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ABSTRACT P

This annotated bibliography includes recent
publications and operating programs in the area of student relatiohs.

. Although it As not intended to be a thorough review of the
literature, it is designed to be broad enough to serve as a reference
source for several topics. The bibliography was compiled because the
area of student relations is one of the most pressing. tissues facing
school officials today. while the role definitions of students and
staff within the schOol are under rapid change, so are the roles of
adolescents in the larger society, and the bibliography dramatizes
thee range of opinions about what role students *should's play. The
various works annotated examine such topics as student unrest, school
dropouts, pupil self-esteem, sthool desegregation and drug abuse.
(Author/8Es)
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The area-of station relations seems to be,the mast prctiNi-g issue
facing school officials today. The role defisitiilis of students and-staff
trick's the school areunOer rapid change, as are the roles of adolescents
is the largo society. This bibliography dramatizes the range of opinions
about what role stadents-"should" play. The emerging role definitions
will oluiously have to be developed on an individual basis until we can
/reach a new consensus;

Association for Supervision and Cunic-uham Development. Student Unrest:
Threat a Promise? (Washington, D.C.--"NEA.. 1970).

This book contains a synopsis of the regional conference concerning
"Student Vitiest" held in -Atianta,-Georgia during April of 1969. The
conference was spossoted by die. ASCD Coruacil on Secondary Educition.
In order to better understud the implications of the phenomenon of
student &meat for progiim developmntt renowned scholart and practi.
tioners were invited torpft'seut mann-scripts at die conference. The book
is a collect on of these nunniscripts.

Budnick, C.atifted, et al. Sex Etinraticon: Kalcidos
N.Y.: Scope, 1969). ED 026 679
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for people dipping out as well as SuggestionS to help minimize this
phenomenon Make this article both interesting and worthwhile.

Campbell, Man K. "Va. hoGovems the Schur) Is?" Saturday Review, Vol. 51
(lieceasher 1968), 5(1-65.

In this article Campbell sets out to understand who governs education.
His ultimate findings are interesting, factual to the point. The authors
concludes that our schools seldom promote the interests and needs of the
isdiiidual student. and the students are all too aware of this.

Caspi, Moshe Q. "Emotional Blackmail," Teachers College Re
Vol. 70 (Jamtary 1969), 179-96. EJ 001 416

This article uses a swill anthology of instances is which p.:Ople deal W_ith
tension by exploiting negative and irrelevaat emotions. Professor
discusses tension in the classroom and how one may respond to this. In-
cluded are suggestions for improving snidest-teacher relationships as well
as indices for evalamiag propels while &shag with tension mid negative
attitsdes.

Cohen, David IL "Politics and Research: Evaluation of Social Action
Programs," Review of Ethicatiostal Research, Vol. 40(Apni 1970), 21318.

Dr. CAM analyzes the evaluation of some of the mayor social action
programs. According to Dr. Cohen, the politics of social action produce
two sorts of evaluation problems: one conceptual-the pr al's nature and
aims have not bees ate! expreetsed evaluations design, die sicond
practical-the interested parties cfo_n& agree on the ordering of priorities
which the programaantiody.
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Ctoss,.K. Patricia. "Is There a Generation Gap?" geseard Reportei,
Vol. 2, No. 3; 1967. ED 025 202

rdiag to data that emerged as a4bproduct of a total study designed_
.0} measure the impact of higher education on the student.; students are

ely b find greater understanding from their Parents of -marry current
issues d1411E hell fellow s.tidents at another college. Student and parent
opinions, as perceived* ;students, were collfcted from 3 college,:
(1) ihighly selectivelistitztlurdrawing students mainly from the upper
socioetonemic levels. Patents were libtsal in their political-social onv. .

look and bdoagett y the c party, (2) an institution in
which students, parental occupatross id comes were typically middle
classIsatents vivre mostly ts, and (3) a public
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To determine whether increased teacher use of student ideas would produce
increased verbal initiation, an experiment was conducted with 16 second
grade teachers and their clais'es. FirSt, a series of obtervations were made -
under normal class conditioialo determine the usual percentages of telch-
er use of student ideas and student initiation. Then, during a 20- to 2-7-
minute time period, each teacher attempted to elicit student initiation on
2 topics selected by the experinienter. Finally,. each teacher again attempted
to stray student initiation on 2 more topics. Each teacheband her clasS
waSobierved using Flanders' Interaction Analysis categories to code
teaser and student behavior, and a statisticil.analysis was made of the
results._ It was concluded-that those-teachers who increased their use of
student ideas increased student initiation, whereas teaches who did nol
increase their use.of strident ideas did not obtain more student initiation.

Fr son,fienneth, et al. Activism in-
_Bureau of -versiiit--__1960. ED 027 618
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Garber, Lee and Reuther,. Edmund. Yearbook of School Law (Danville: -.

Interstate Printeza& Publishers, Inc. 1970),

Contains important legal themes relating to the place, function,- and
orgsulizatioaof public schools. It also captains a number of individual
cases where the'subotantive issues appeal to be refevani. Chapter 3

. conternbig tort -uf school districts, officers, and employees
should be extresuly helpful teacheni.

Unman; Nattily. -i`Teachers' Law, Expectation of Their
Cultuially-Di ffereut Students." Journal oT coadaiy Education, ,Vol. _45
(February 1971)), 6243.

.

_Professor Glaiman'tbasic view is that most eachers are top' immersed in
taideBe class s--to each din arkantaged children successfully. They

dl c ti is usderstandisg anti wellies with dinadlaotaged
se-they ham Serious misconceptiossol,tle pipits' preschool
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Hudgins, H. C.Desegregation: There Schools. Stand,': American School
.Board Journal,. Vol. 156 (January 1969), 21-5,

Piovides the teacher with a solid factual background concerning the leg al
'development of desegregation in our public schools. Through citing
pertinent parts ctthe Corgtitution anfl selected excerpts from major school.
'desegregation cases the layin-an gets a flavor of the historical legal deVel-
opmeht in this area. The article also gives soite.insight into thelegal
processes by which our'courts decide constitutional case..

Hutchins. Robert M. The Learniftg Society (New York: Frederick A..
Praeger, 1968).

t'

Hytchins"Vasic theory is that due to,mass technology the.rate of change
has now become so accelerated. that it is impos4ible to plan manpower to
match it,,and only intellegent men will be able to retain themselves to .

keep pace. This sort 'of.crystalball:gazing gives some insight into what
-'education maybe like in the twenty-first century.

- --
Integration of the Public Schools (Chicago: Advisory Panel on Integration

, -
of the Public Schools, 1964). ED 023 713

This report of an advisory'panel to the .Chicago Board of Education dcals
with desegregation of the public schools, and offers a plan by which any
educational, psychological, add emotional problems- or inequities.in the
school system" can bit rerhoved: the introductions-de* with historical-and
legal background and ,theproblem of integration in a pluralistic society; a'
summary of the Panels findings, recommendations with thekrationale; and
a general discusgion of implementation. The panel's finilingi on de facto
segregation are .discussed in relation to racial composition of student body.
(schools are defined as integrated when they are at least 10% Negro and
10% white), and the racial distribution of teachers. Quality of Education
in white, integrated, and Negro schools is discussed in tgftrit of over-
crowding; class size; student-staff ratio: teaching staff; attendances;
dropouts and mobility-;- aihievenient; curriculum.and teaching methods; and
physical facilities. Recommendations, based on.the currentlyaecepted
premises about the value of desegregation, stress that the principle of the
neighborhood school musbe modified to achieve the "higher priority',' 'of
expanding "the freedom of individual choice." Appendices include policy
statements, socialipsYchologiCahriaterial on segregirion, and tables of,
daton which recommendations were based.

Janowitz;Morris. Institution Building in Uibae Education (Haztford,
Riissell Sage Foundation, 1969). .

. _

janowitzpresents a sociological perspective on the issues involvea in
,transforming the institutional structure of inner city schools. His conccrri
is with closing the gap between sociological anti, sis and public policy,

6
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Kaufman, Wallace. 'State;State; Sti dent, and Teacher. [Cher; is the Leade0"
North Carolina English'TdV er, Vol. 26 (October 1968). 13-14.

If a generation gap does exist. the English" teacher has failed in his primary
taskimproIng personal cnnununicationand must accept full responNibility
for this failure. A profile 04 the typical North Carolina English teacher
reveals a person over 30 years'of age who is politically and morally in:
flneticed by the yaluesof previous generations; inadequately informed
about modern musk, books, and movieos; and complacent in 'a .segregated

,school. On the other hand, many of the students with whom the, teacher
must cope.are 'impatient with the macht,ne-like qualities of adults; their
cliches, platitudes, apathy, petty dishon,esty, and naivete. Significantly
for the schools, these students degpise the English teacher who merely
follows thg curriculum imposed. by the state and claim s that he'hasn't the
time, money, training, or authority to do otherwise. In reality, he possesses
untapped power, ranging from relations to strikes, and has adc'ess
to instructional materials from marOsources. Teachers must soon decide
that they, not state offiA-als,'p'arents, or students, are the leaders
education. .t

. .

kirp, David L. "The Poor, the School, and Equal Protectionolie-Iiaryald
Educational Review, Vol. 38 (Fall '1968), 635-68.

,.,
This article is the first iii a projected series on Law ana Education con;
tained in the Harvard Educational Review. The articles deal with both;
legislation anti court decisions, relevant to educatio . The articles pro-
ii)vide 4n exiellent understanding Of many of the maj legal-educational
pro )lems.

Ko ol, Jonathan. Death at' an early Age (Boston: Haighton Mifflin Company,
19 8). ED 023 766

This book recounts theluthbr's experience of teaching inaa predominantly
Negro elernentary sehool in Boston 'as part of a pfogram to upgrade
segregated schools. He Ilescribes specific incidents to convey the bigoted
attitudes of the teachers and other authorities, which he feels were manifest
in their behavior and in tht curtiiculum and activities of the school. These
attitudes and the unjust treatment have caused the students'to feel a
debilitating sense of inferiority.

,
Kukla, David A. "Protest in Black and White," National Association of 4

Secondary School Principals Bulletin, Vol. 54 (Jandarj1970), 72-36.

Draws comparisions between black and white student radicals in our high
schools and provide a helpful analysis of activist's' family backgroUnds,

0.
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as well as suggestion's for bettering relationo among student, school and
community. Kukla takes the positi-n that the faults of student radicals do
ndt excuse the principals-from listening to their demands.

Libarle, Marc and Seligson, Tom. The High, School Revolutionaries (New
York: Bandon'', House, 1970). ,
This book presents a series of articles written by ".High School radicals."
The autborepurpose was to solicit student' attitudes and values concern-
ing what they felt to be the formative elements of their radicalism. This
book was not written sr interpreted by adults, allowing for the hard impact
of many of the articles.-The book would be especially useful in any work
concerning "counterculture."

Lowenhagen, Chuck.- "Anatomy of a Student Demonstration" National
Association of Secondary School Principals Bulletin, Vol. 53 (DeceMber
1969), 81-7.

. La enhagen present's a case study of how one student demonstiation in
N w York was wisely handled. The results seem to suggest that students

e a responsible political force when allowed to interact with teachers,
administrators and school board members,.
McGosicey,.c.,ordon; Education and Public Understanding (New York:
Harper & Row, 1967),

Dr..McCloskey presents a methodological treatment of public relations as
it applies lo the public schools. Thfoughout the book the author emphasizes
how some part of the educational system may be used to'further good school-
commgnity relations There is an excellent section on how the teacher can
inform the parent ut the school program and enlist his support for local
educational activi es. 11/

McMillion, Martin B. Correlates of Leadership Decision Patterns
(Minneapolis: Minneurta Research Coordinating Unit in Occupational
Edu atirm, 1968). ED 025 646

A previous study by the investigator determined that the lowest. socio-
economkstrata of pupils valued leadership significantlyhigher than did
the kipper socioeconomic group. This follow-up study attempted to determine
whether pupils with similar connotations of leadership were more likely to
be democratic leaders or autocratic leaders, and to determine if there was
a difference in democratic tendency between students of various socio-

.. r economic groups. The 94 pupils in 14 vocational agriculture deprrtments
in Illinois were stratified by socioeconomic classification and br grade
level. Evaluation' of data by analysis of variance and Coefficiefit of
correlation revealed: (1) those bo valued leadeiship most were the least
democratic in their leadership decision patter And those who valued8
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leadership least were more democratic , 2) no -.).tostic al daft, r nct in thc
leadership ability or st le of leadership exi,t(d anitfig the sot ()economic
classification of pupils. (3) leadership scores Isere not signifotantlt
different for the three high school ;:lade let el,. 01 -) Hi-. and (1) pupils
in the 10th grade gate less democratic-co-oper.,..',1 fe,ponses and molt-
atitocratic-aggressite responses.

Moore, Allen J. The Young Adult Generation '\,i.11. 'fie. Abingdon 1'1,,
1969).

Moore's major thesis is that there is not a massite generation gap in our
society. Rather, the present young adults arc tIrc first generation to hate
modern parents who broke the-shackles of 'tradition. and the present t oung

*adult gerteration has only continued to feed a Change which has been going
on in our society for seteral der les.-

-
National Education Association. The Pupil's Da} in Court1%ashIngtortl,
D.C., Annually)._ED 030 213

.This report contains digests of court decisions dealing with legal and
constitutional issues concerning students ..,in public schools. parochial
schools, and public institutions of higher education. All letels of the
State and Federal judiciary systems are represented by the decisions.
The case digests are arranged under the foflowing topic headings.
(1) admission and attendance, (2) school desegregation, (3) pupil incur,
(4) religion/sectarian education, (5) transportation. and (6) miscellaneous.
A title index to the cases is also provided. Court litigation affecting
teachers and state school legi' ation are the topics of related annual
NEA publications.

,

National Institute of fentarilelth. "Students and Drug Abuse;" Today's
Educatioti, Vol. 58 (March 1969), 35-50. --

This 16 page special feature,was prepared by the Public Information
Branch and Center for Studies of Narcotic ancrDrug.Abuse. The study is i
geared specifically toward the teacher and the content is excellent. The
article provides practical as well as psychological suggestions for deal-
ing with the student who wants to knoW more about drugs.

Ornstein, Allan. "On High School Ntolence: The Teacher-Student Role."
journal of Secondary Education, Vol. 45 (March 100), 99.105.

Contains an interesting discussion of many'of the "common" problems
which cause student frustration and violence in the high school. Ornstein
also points up many basic mistakes that teachers and administrators are
apt to make in enforcing school bureaucracy.

4
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Passow, Harry A. Developing Programs for the Educationally Disadvantaged
(New York: Teachers College Press, 1968).

Presents significant information for a comprehensive coverage of_this arei
and, on the whole, the essays seem well ch6sen. An excellent example is
A. J. Tannenbaums essay, "The School Dropout Today," which takes a
fresh look at some of the traditional noiions about early School withdrawal.

*.

Peterman, Lloyd, et al. "A Place of Responsibility: Where it Worked Both
Ways," The Nazi -Mal Association of Secondary 1 Principals Bulletin,
Vol. 53 (Sept.embcr 1969), 1-44.

This series of four aiticles provides' excellent insight into current student
school relationships and problems. It includes a case study of an.actual
high school protest situation along with recommendations and results. Other
topics dealt with include channeling student activism into a poten#ally
constructive force and exploring the issue of freedom of speech for minors.

Postman, Neil and Weipgartner, Charles.. Teaching as a Subversive Activity
(New York: Delicorte Press, 1969).

The authors of this book paint a picture of education that is both horrify-
ing and convincing. They claim schools are dedicated to irrelevancy and .

nonsence, and the real issues confronting the public schools today are on
how to produce tzirdity education for human beings, (those of the quality of
the human beings that emerge). The book appears as a plea to change
education to this end.

Purdue University. High Schools in 1970: A Study of the Student-School
Relationship(Indiana: Purdue University. 1970, Purdue Opinion Panel,
Poll #88).

This report is a 3tatistical study of family and school on student attitudes.
For example, approval of the present school by both parents is found, for:
(1).parents with' college education, and (2) students with better than
average glades. Aliso the better students appear to have a more personal
relationship with faculty and counselors. On the whole, the sbigher the
academic influence of the student the more positive are his attitudes
toward the school and student organizations.

Rock, Donald A. "Student Characteristics as Moderators-Within Curriculum"
Paper for American Psyct,ological Association, 1968. ED 030 1.41 .

A generalization of the moderated regression stem waq applied to obtain
information concerning t1.- interactions betwe ups of high school-
students and 'their attributes when predicting a at , of success within
a curriculum. Groups whose success within a curriculum exceeds that ex-
pected hoar the normal prediction equations w.re identified. Participants
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were 403 students in the academic curriculum, 166 students in the business
curriculum, and 137 students in the general curriculum. RankA the senior
class, independent of curriculum, was complied with seventh grade -

Sequential Test of Educational Progress math, science, social studies, -

reading, and writing scores. The potential moderators were: (1) the number_
of semesters of math,- (2) father's feelings about post -high school education.
and (5) the extra-currict.ar activity level: Father's education level, and
parental encouragement were positively relaien t.. prediction, parental
encouragement for post-high school education, and a high level of extra
curricular activity were also -related. The one characteristic finding
throughout was that an indifferent or negative parental attitude led to
:'nderachievement.

Rooks, Shelby. "The Rebirth of Hope," National Elementaiy.Principal,
Vol. 48 (September 1968), 45-50.

Contains a copy of a provocative speech concerning' race relations delivered'
by Shelby Rooks to the Princeton, New Jersey schools. It is an attempt to
assess the understanding of race relations issues among the staff and to
attack race relations problem_s confronting the staff, the students and the
community.

Rubinstein, Annette T. (ed% Schools Against Children (New York: Monthly
leview'Press, 1970).

Contains a number of essays written by various authors and edited by .

Annette Rubinstein. There is a wide range of selections. The book is
current and touches on many of the problem areas in student, school and
community rights and

Seagren, Alan T., et L. The Impatt'of Student Teachers Upon the Attitude
and Achievement of. High. School Students (Kansas City, Mo.: Mid-Continent *.1
Regional Education Lab., Inc., 1967). ED 026 346

The ithpact of student teachers upon the attitude and achievement of high
school students was studied from 1962 to 1966 to determine the adequacy
of student teachers. An experimental grouo was composed of a representa-
tive sample of students (grades 10.12) and graduates who attended the
University of Nebraska's University High School and were taught entirely
by supervised student teachers.. A control group was composed of students
anti graduates from Nebraska high schools staffed by regular teachers: An
attitude scale was created to measure the affective domain, and scores on
the NatiOnal Merit Scholarship Qualifying Test (NMSQT) along with uni-
versity grade point averages were used as measures of high school apd
post high school cognitive achievement. Analysis of covariance was used
in malt% the coMparison, with intelligence quotient and socioeconomic
level being the covariants. Results indicated that students taught by

11
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student teachers reached a higher level of achievement than did students
taught by regular teachers. TherefOre, instruction provided by supervised
student teachers seemed to be no less effective than that provided by
experienced teachers. Also, the impact of student teachers upon student
attitude towardichool and teachers was as positive as that of regular
teachers-and is greatest and most positive in cInse student- teacher contact.

Spaulding, 'Robert L. Achievement. Creativity, and Self Concept Correlates
(Hempstead, N. Hofstra University, 1965).'ED 024 468.

This report describes the second phase of a continuing' analysis of,the re-
corded Classroom behaviorof superior teachers in transaction with pupils.
The problem was to discover hpw teaching method and'style affected pupil
personality development-and educational'progress. Eight hypotheses were
tested, using 21 teachers of 507 fourth and sixth graders of high socio-
c backgoilind. Thele was a significant relationship betwreen the
lacement of a child in a superior classroom and subsequent self - esteem,

academic achievement, and creative thinking. Height of self-concept was
related to socially integratiVe, learner-supportive teacher behaviors.
Predictions of superior reading and inathematicil achievement taught by -

academically oriented teachers and higher self-concepifrin classrooms
with counselor4Ype. teachers were unsupported. Superior pupil originality
with creative teachers was unsupported. High degine of private communica-'
tion with mint yielded high self-esteem. Little support was given.i0 the

'predicted rektionships with democratic reacher behavior. Sequential
analyses of teacher transactions with different types of children wers
recommended.

Stahl, Robert, "Teacher Militancy," Educational Horizons, Vol. 48
(fall 1969), 13-18.

Robert Stahl, professional services colisultant fotthe,california Teachers
Association, discusses some of the deep-rooted'camtes which stimulate
teacher conflict and militancy. Mr. Stahl feels that, 'regardless of what the
public thinks or does, leachers do suffer under impossible conditions while

. teaching in many city schools and -even in some suburban schtiol districts.

Stein, Wal oat J. "Exploiting Existential Tension in the Classirom,"
The Teasers College Record, Vol. 70 (May 1969), 747-53.

Stein placesman in the paradoxical position of being simultaneously in the
world And beyond it in the modalities of being absorbed in a situation and
reflective, bound and free, with others and alone. Stein further points out
that there is tension involved is being human as man struggles to come to
terms with his paraxical position. This Stein calls "Existential Tension."
Further, by exploiting this tension human and educational goals may be ,

realized. Stein concludes with some byp eses concerning the creation
of classroorn climates.

a
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&inner. T. M. Turmoil in TealiainOe York: The MacMillian Go., 1968).

The asthociire*idesaktible hiStotical perspedive on thf evolutionary
patters yE *hi ortunizationalAulefica's teachers and follows
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